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STEERING CONTROL APPARATUS 

INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE 

This application is based on and claims priority under 35 
U.S.C. sctn. 119 With respect to Japanese Application No. 
2004-313325 ?led on Oct. 28, 2004, the entire content of 
Which is incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a steering control appara 

tus for an automotive vehicle capable of steering the vehicle 
automatically Without driver’s manual operation of a steering 
Wheel. 

2. Discussion of the RelatedArt 
There has been developed and placed on the market in 

recent years an automotive vehicle Wherein a steering control 
apparatus is changeable betWeen steering the vehicle in a 
manual steering mode and in an automatic steering mode. In 
the automatic steering mode, for example, in an automatic 
garaging mode, the vehicle can be conveniently steered auto 
matically to be parked in a garage. In the concrete, the vehicle 
is stopped at a starting position close to the garage, and the 
automatic steering mode is activated, Wherein a target posi 
tion in the garage and a path along Which the vehicle runs 
from the starting position to the target position are estimated, 
and a steered angle of steered Wheels (e.g., front Wheels of the 
vehicle) at each position along the path is calculated. There 
after, When a driver operates an accelerator and a brake pedal, 
the vehicle runs With the steered Wheels being automatically 
steered so that deviation of the steered angle of the steered 
Wheels detected by a sensor at each position of the path from 
the calculated steered angle becomes Zero, and thereby even 
an unskilled driver can easily park the vehicle in the garage as 
described in Japanese unexamined, published patent applica 
tion No. 2004-42769. 
By the Way, the steering control apparatus generally sub 

stitutes a rotational angle of a steering Wheel for the detected 
steering angle of the steered Wheels in executing a positioning 
control of the steering angle of the steered Wheels. And, the 
steering control apparatus in the prior art receives the rota 
tional angle of the steering Wheel, that is, the detected steering 
angle, from a steering Wheel rotational angle sensor, and 
calculates an electric current command value for driving an 
electric motor so as to coincide the detected steering angle 
With the target steering angle of the steered Wheels that is 
estimated according to the target position to Which the vehicle 
is to run. The electric motor is connected betWeen the steering 
Wheel and the steered Wheels through a reduction mechanism. 

HoWever, the resolution of the steering Wheel rotational 
angle sensor is too loW for the prior automatic steering appa 
ratus to execute the stable positioning control. That is, even 
though the rotational angle of the steering Wheel actually 
changes continuously, the steering control apparatus receives 
signals indicating the rotational angle of the steering Wheel, 
Which changes intermittently because the resolution of the 
steering Wheel rotational angle sensor is loW. It causes the 
output of the steering control apparatus to oscillate or causes 
large response delay thereof, and thereby it occasionally 
becomes dif?cult for the steering control apparatus to stably 
control the steering angle of the steered Wheels under the 
positioning control. Simply using a steering Wheel rotational 
angle sensor With high resolution to solve such problem 
causes another problem that the siZe of the steering control 
apparatus becomes large and the cost for it rises. 
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2 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is a primary object of the present invention 
to provide an improved steering control apparatus capable of 
controlling the steering angle of the steered Wheels stably 
With restraining the siZe thereof from being large and the cost 
for it from rising. 

Brie?y, according to the present invention, there is pro 
vided a steering control apparatus Which is capable of running 
an automotive vehicle under an automatic steering control 
Without driver’s manual operation of a steering Wheel. A 
steering angle of steered Wheels is controlled by an electric 
motor that is connected to the steering Wheel through a reduc 
tion mechanism and connected to the steered Wheels through 
another reduction mechanism. The steering apparatus is pro 
vided With a steering control system that calculates an electric 
current command value for the electric motor based on a 
deviation of a detected steering angle of the steered Wheels 
from a target steering angle calculated according to a prede 
termined target position to Which the vehicle is to run. The 
steering control system comprises a detected steering angle 
calculating section Which reads out a steering Wheel rota 
tional angle from a steering Wheel rotational angle sensor 
provided on the rotational axis of the steering Wheel and an 
motor rotational angle from a motor rotational angle sensor, 
and stores the steering Wheel rotational angle at the beginning 
of the vehicle running under the automatic steering control as 
an initial value 0c1 of the detected steering angle. The steer 
ing control system calculates a variation 0f of the motor 
rotational angle 07 from the motor rotational angle at the 
beginning of the vehicle running under the automatic steering 
control, and calculates the detected steering angle Gj by an 
equation of 0j:0c1+0f/R, Wherein the initial value 0c1 is 
added to a value obtained by dividing the variation Of by a 
reduction ratio R of the reduction mechanism. 

With this construction, the detected steering angle calcu 
lating section determines the initial value 0c1 of the detected 
steering angle Gj With using the steering Wheel rotational 
angle detected by the steering Wheel rotational angle sensor, 
and makes the value (:ef/ R) obtained by dividing the varia 
tion 0f of the motor rotational angle detected by the motor 
rotational angle sensor by the reduction ratio R to be the 
variation of the detected steering angle Gj from the initial 
value 0c1. As the electric motor is connected to the steering 
Wheel through the reduction mechanism, the resolution of the 
detected steering angle Gj calculated based on the variation of 
the motor rotational angle detected by the motor rotational 
angle sensor becomes higher than that in the prior art, and 
thereby it becomes possible to control the steering angle of 
the steered Wheels under the stable positioning control. Fur 
ther, as the motor rotational angle sensor that is originally 
provided on the electric motor is utiliZed, the siZe and cost of 
the apparatus is restrained from being large and high. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE 
ACCOMPANYING DRAWINGS 

The foregoing and other objects and many of the attendant 
advantages of the present invention may readily be appreci 
ated as the same becomes better understood by reference to 
the preferred embodiments of the present invention When 
considered in connection With the accompanying draWings, 
Wherein like reference numerals designate the same or corre 
sponding parts throughout several vieWs, and in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW shoWing the general structure of 
the vehicle With the steering control apparatus in the ?rst 
embodiment according to the present invention; 
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FIG. 2 is a drawing illustrating the operation of the appa 
ratus Where the vehicle is parked in a garage under the auto 
matic steering control. 

FIG. 3 is a How chart of the program for calculating the 
electric current command value for the electric motor; 

FIG. 4 is a How chart for executing the assist control pro 
cess; 

FIG. 5 is a How chart for executing the positioning control 
process; 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram shoWing the structure of the 
steering control apparatus; 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram shoWing the structure of the assist 
control section; 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram shoWing the structure of the 
positioning control section; 

FIG. 9 is a How chart for executing the positioning control 
process in the second embodiment; and 

FIG. 10 is a schematic vieW shoWing the general structure 
of the vehicle With another steering control apparatus. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Hereafter, a steering control apparatus 11 in the ?rst 
embodiment according to the present invention Will be 
described With reference to FIGS. 1 to 8. An automotive 
vehicle 10 shoWn in FIG. 1 is provided With a so-called 
electric poWer steering control apparatus 11 for controlling 
the assist force Which an electric motor 19 (e.g., brushless 
electric motor) generates in dependence upon the torque 
exerted on the steering Wheel 33 by a driver. The assist force 
is applied to steered Wheels 50, 50 (e.g., front Wheels of the 
vehicle). In the concrete, a rack shaft 16 extends through a 
cylindrical housing 18 betWeen the steered Wheels 50, 50 and 
opposite ends of the rack shaft 16 are connected to the steered 
Wheels 50, 50 via tie rod 17, 17 outside the housing 18. The 
housing 18 is mounted on a body of the vehicle 10. There is 
provided With a large-diameter portion 18D on the axially 
middle portion of the housing 18, Wherein the electric motor 
19 is accommodated. The electric motor is composed of a 
stator 20 that is ?xedly ?tted in the interior of the large 
diameter portion 18D, and a cylindrical rotor 21 that is rotat 
ably provided in an inner bore of the stator 20. The rack shaft 
16 extends through the stator 20. A motor rotational angle 
sensor 25 (e.g., resolver) for detecting a rotational angle of the 
rotor of the electric motor 19 is provided at an end portion of 
the large-diameter portion 18D of the housing 18. 
A ball nut 22 is ?xedly ?tted in the inner bore of the rotor 

21, and a screW portion 23 is formed on the axially middle 
portion of the rack shaft 16. A ball screW mechanism 24 is 
composed of the ball nut 22 and the screW portion 23. When 
the ball nut 22 is rotated by the rotor 21, the ball screW portion 
23 is linearly moved relative to the housing 18, and thereby 
the steered Wheels 50, 50 are steered. 

Formed on one end portion of the rack shaft 16 is a rack 30 
that is meshing engagement With a pinion 31 provided at the 
loWer end portion of the steering shaft 32 (Which corresponds 
to a rotational axis of a steering Wheel as recited in the 
claimed invention). The steering Wheel 33 is attached to the 
upper end of the steering shaft 32. 

In this embodiment, the ball screW mechanism 24 corre 
sponds to a reduction mechanism that is connected betWeen 
the steered Wheels 50 and the electric motor 19 as recited in 
the claimed invention. And, the rack 30, the pinion 31 and the 
ball screW mechanism 24 correspond to a reduction mecha 
nism that is connected betWeen the electric motor 19 and the 
steering Wheel 33 as recited in the claimed invention. 
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A steering Wheel rotational angle sensor 34 is provided on 

the upper end portion of the steering shaft 32. The steering 
Wheel rotational angle sensor 34 detects a steering Wheel 
rotational angle 62 as recited in the claimed invention (i.e., a 
rotational angle of the steering Wheel 33). 
A torque sensor 35 is provided on the steering shaft 32 at 

the position loWer than the steering Wheel rotational angle 
sensor 34. The torque sensor 35 is composed of a torsion bar 
(not shoWn) that is tWisted according to the loaded torque T1 
applied to the steering shaft 32, and a pair of resolvers (not 
shoWn) for detecting the differential angle betWeen the 
respective ends of the torsion bar. The torque sensor 35 
detects the loaded torque T1 applied to the steering shaft 32 
based on the differential angle betWeen the rotational angles 
of the respective ends of the torsion bar, Which are detected by 
the resolvers. And, a vehicle speed sensor 36 for detecting a 
vehicle speed based on a rotational speed of the steered Wheel 
50 is provided near the steered Wheel 50. 
An automatic steering control system (not shoWn) is pro 

vided in the steering control apparatus 11 mounted on the 
vehicle 10 in the embodiment according to the present inven 
tion. The automatic steering control system starts to Work 
When the automatic steering mode is selected by a mode 
selector sWitch (not shoWn) on an operation panel, Whereby 
the vehicle 10 is changed from a manual steering mode (i.e., 
the mode Wherein the steered Wheels 50 are steered by driv 
er’s manual operation of the steering Wheel) to the automatic 
steering mode (i.e., the mode Wherein the steered Wheels 50 
are automatically steered Without driver’s manual operation 
of the steering Wheel 33). Hereinafter, description Will be 
made With reference to FIG. 2 as to the operation in the 
automatic steering mode, Wherein the vehicle 10 is parked in 
a garage E1 Without driver’s manual operation of the steering 
Wheel 33 for instance. First, the vehicle 10 is stopped at a 
temporary stop position P2 in front of the entrance of the 
garage E1. Then, the selector sWitch is sWitched over to select 
the automatic steering mode. Thereby, the image of the inside 
of the garage E1 that is taken by a camera (not shoWin) is 
displayed on an inside monitor (not shoWn) that is provided in 
the vehicle. A vehicle-shaped cursor (shoWn in FIG. 2 by 
reference letters CS) is shoWn on the inside monitor. The 
driver moves the vehicle-shaped cursor With, for example, a 
cursor key to a proper position in the garage displayed on the 
inside monitor so as to set a target position P1 recited in the 
claimed invention in the garage E1. 

Then, a target steering angle generating section 40 that is 
provided in the automatic steering control system calculates a 
target running path L1 from the temporary stop position to the 
target position P1, and determines intermediate positions P2, 
P3, P4, etc. on the path L1 Where steering operation are to be 
performed. And, the target steering angle generating section 
40 calculates target steering angles 61 and outputs them. A 
steering control system 41 as recited in the claimed invention 
calculates an electric current command value I3 for the elec 
tric motor 19 at respective positions P2, P3, P4 based on the 
target steering angles 61 at respective positions P2, P3, P4. 
Thereafter, When the driver operates an accelerator and a 
brake pedal according to instructions given vocally from a 
loudspeaker, the electric current corresponding to the electric 
current command value I3 is applied from the motor drive 
circuit 42 to the electric motor 23. The steered Wheels 50 are 
steered so that the detected steering angle Gj thereof coincides 
With the target steering angle 61. Accordingly, even an 
unskilled driver can run the vehicle along the target running 
path L1 calculated by the target steering angle generating 
section 40 With just operating the accelerator and the brake 
pedal, thereby to park the vehicle in the garage easily. 
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When the automatic steering mode is cancelled, the manual 
steering mode is activated, Wherein the driver has to manually 
operate the steering Wheel 33. In the manual steering mode, 
the electric motor 19 generates an assist force (or assist 
torque) for assisting driver’s steering operation. 

With using such art, it is possible that manual steering 
operation for steering a bus that runs along a predetermined 
route can be partially replaced With the automatic steering 
control. 

The steering control system 41 is provided With a memory 
(not shoWn), Wherein an electric current command value cal 
culating program PG1, shoWn in FIG. 3, for calculating an 
electric current command value for the electric motor is 
stored and an automatic steering mode start ?ag F (see FIG. 9) 
is allocated. The automatic steering mode start ?ag F is ini 
tialiZed to be “0” because the steering control apparatus 11 is 
initialiZed to be in the manual steering mode just after an 
ignition key of the vehicle is turned on. And, When the steer 
ing control system 41 is changed from the manual steering 
mode to the automatic steering mode by operating the selec 
tor sWitch, the automatic steering ?ag F is set to “0”. As shoWn 
in FIG. 9, an automatic steering mode suspended ?ag F‘ for 
determining Whether the automatic steering mode is sus 
pended is also allocated in the memory. The automatic steer 
ing mode suspended ?ag F‘ is initialiZed to be “0” just after an 
ignition key of the vehicle is turned on. If the difference 
IGj-62l (Which Will be explained later) is more than the pre 
determined alloWable error K1 (i.e., the ansWer at step S90 is 
“No”), the control system 41 suspends the automatic steering 
mode (step S91), and sets the automatic steering mode sus 
pended ?ag to “1” (step S92), and sets the electric current 
command value 12 for the positioning control to “0”, and then 
causes the program to proceed out of the positioning control 
process (step S500). Detail explanation Will be made later. 

The steering control system 41 can execute steering opera 
tion in both the manual steering mode and the automatic 
steering mode by repetitively executing the electric current 
command value calculating program PG1 at a predetermined 
time interval. In the concrete, When the calculating program 
PG1 is executed, the steering control system 41 reads out 
respective detecting signals (steering Wheel rotational angle 
62, loaded torque T1, vehicle speed V and motor rotational 
angle 67) detected by the steering Wheel rotational angle 
sensor 34, the torque sensor 35, the vehicle speed sensor 36 
and the motor rotational angle sensor 25 as Well as the target 
steering angle 61 calculated by the target steering angle gen 
erating section 40 (step S1). 

Then, an assist control process (step S2) is executed so as to 
calculate an electric current command value 11 for the assist 
control. A concrete structure of the assist control process (step 
S2) Will be described later. 

After executing the assist control process (step S2), the 
steering control system 41 determines Whether the automatic 
steering mode is active or not (step S3). If the ansWer is “No” 
(step S3), Wherein the automatic steering mode is not active, 
that is, the manual steering mode is active, the steering control 
system 41 outputs the electric current command value 11 for 
the assist control to a motor drive circuit 42 as an electric 
current command value 13 for the electric motor (step S4, S7). 

If the ansWer at step S3 is “Yes”, Wherein the automatic 
steering mode is active, the steering control system 41 
executes the positioning control process (step S5) and calcu 
lates an electric current command value 12 for the positioning 
control and outputs the sum of the electric current command 
value 12 for the positioning control and the electric current 
command value 11 for the assist control as an electric current 
command value 13 for the electric motor to a motor drive 
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6 
circuit 42 (step S6, S7). The concrete structure of the posi 
tioning control process (step S5) Will be described in detail 
later. 
When the electric current command value 13 for the electric 

motor is outputted to the motor drive circuit 42 (step S7), the 
execution of the electric current value calculating program 
PG1 is terminated. The calculating program PG1 is repeat 
edly executed at a predetermined time interval. The execution 
of the calculating program PG1 corresponds to a control 
system as indicated by a block diagram shoWn in FIG. 6. An 
assist control section 41A shoWn in FIG. 6 corresponds to the 
assist control process (step S2), a positioning control section 
41B corresponds to the positioning control process (step S5), 
and a changeover section 41D corresponds to the step S3, S4 
and S6. The Whole structure of the electric current value 
calculating program PG1 is as described hereinabove. 

Next, the concrete structure of the assist control process 
(step S2) in the electric current value calculating program 
PG1 Will be explained With reference to FIG. 4. When the 
assist control process (step S2) is executed, the steering con 
trol system 41 determines at step S21 a ?rst electric current 
command value 111 corresponding to the loaded torque T1 by 
reference to a loaded torque vs. electric current command 

value characteristic map (not shoWn). Then, the control sys 
tem 41 calculates a steering angular velocity 05 by differen 
tiating the motor rotational angle 67 by time (step S22), and 
determines at step S23 a second electric current command 
value 112 corresponding to the steering angular velocity E5 
by reference to a steering angular velocity 65 vs. electric 
current command value characteristic map (not shoWn). The 
control system 41 determines a gain G1 corresponding to the 
vehicle speed V by reference to a vehicle speed vs. gain 
characteristic map (step S24). The control system 41 calcu 
lates the electric current command value 11 (:G1><(l11—l12)) 
for the assist control by multiplying the difference betWeen 
the ?rst electric current command value 111 and the second 
electric current command value 112 by the gain G1 (step S25) 
and terminates to executes the assist control process (step S2). 
The above-mentioned loaded torque vs. electric current 

command value characteristic map is of con?guration 
Wherein, for instance, the ?rst electric current 111 increases as 
the loaded torque T1 increases. Thereby, the increment of the 
loaded torque T1 can be decreased by the assist torque gen 
erated by the electric motor 19 corresponding to the ?rst 
electric current command value 111, so that the driver can 
operate the steering Wheel With feeling a stable steering reac 
tion force applied thereto regardless of a coef?cient of friction 
of a road surface. 
The steering angular velocity vs. electric current command 

vale map is of con?guration Wherein the second electric cur 
rent command value 112 increases as the steering angular 
velocity 65 increases. As the second electric current com 
mand value 112 is subtracted from the ?rst electric current 
command value, a steering resistance i.e., a resistance to the 
rotation of the steering Wheel becomes large When the steer 
ing Wheel 33 is rotated rapidly, and thereby the damping is 
afforded. 
A vehicle speed vs. gain map is of con?guration Wherein 

the gain G1 decreases as the vehicle speed V increases. 
Accordingly, the assist torque generated by the electric motor 
19 is decreased as the vehicle speedV increases, and thereby 
rotating the steering Wheel 33 at a high angular velocity at a 
high vehicle speed is restrained, and the driver can operate the 
steering Wheel 33 With ease at a high angular velocity at a loW 
vehicle speed. 
The execution of the assist control process (step S2) cor 

responds to the assist control section 41A as indicated by a 
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block diagram shown in FIG. 6. A ?rst electric current com 
mand value calculating section 41E corresponds to the step 
S21, a second electric current command value calculating 
section 41F corresponds to the step S23, and a gain multiply 
ing section 41H corresponds to the step S24 and S25. The 
Whole structure of the assist control process (step S2) is as 
described hereinabove. 

Next, the concrete structure of the positioning control pro 
cess (step S5) in the electric current value calculating pro 
gram PG1 Will be explained With reference to FIG. 5. When 
the positioning control process (step S5) is executed, the 
steering control system 41 determines Whether the automatic 
steering control start ?ag F is “1” or not (step S51). If the start 
?ag F is “1” (i.e., the ansWer at step S51 is “Yes”), the control 
system 41 perceives that the vehicle is running under the 
automatic steering control in the automatic steering control 
mode starts, and then sets the automatic steering control start 
?ag F to “0” (step S52). In turn, the control system 41 reads 
out to store the steering Wheel rotational angle 62 detected by 
the steering Wheel rotational angle sensor 34 at the beginning 
of the vehicle running under the automatic steering control as 
an initial value 6c1 of the detected steering angle (step S53). 
The control system 41 reads out to store the motor rotational 
angle 67 detected by the motor rotational angle sensor 25 at 
the beginning of the vehicle running under the automatic 
steering control as an initial value 6c2 of the motor rotational 
angle (step S54), and then causes the program to proceed to 
step S55. 

Ifthe ?ag F is not “1” (i.e., the ansWer at step 51 is “No”), 
the control system 41 perceives that the vehicle is running 
under the automatic steering control is continuing, and causes 
the program to proceed to step 55 Without storing the initial 
values 6c1 and 6c2. The control system 41 calculates a varia 
tion amount 6f(:67—6c2) of the motor rotational angle 67, 
Which is the variation amount of the motor rotational angle 67 
from the motor rotational angle 6c2 at the beginning of the 
vehicle running under the automatic steering control. Then, 
the control system 41 calculates a calculated steered angle 
Gj (:6c1+6f/R), Wherein the variation amount 6f is divided by 
a reduction ratio of the reduction mechanism arranged 
betWeen the steering Wheel 33 and the electric motor 19 and 
the initial value 6c1 of the steering Wheel rotational angle is 
added to the quotient. As the motor rotational angle 67 is 
equal to the initial value 6c1 at the beginning of the vehicle 
running under the automatic steering control, the variation 
amount 6f becomes 0, and therefore the detected steering 
angle Gj is equal to the initial value 6c1 of the steering Wheel 
rotational angle. 

After calculating the detected steering angle, the control 
system 41 calculates the deviation 63 (:61 —6j) of the detected 
steering angle Gj from the target steering angle 61 (step S57), 
and calculates a third electric current command value I21 by 
multiplying the deviation 03 by a proportional constant Kp 
(step S58). In turn, the control system 41 calculates time 
integrated value 64 by integrating the deviation 63 With 
respect to time (step S59), and calculates a fourth electric 
current command value I22 by multiplying the time-inte 
grated value 64 by a integral constant Ki (step S60). The 
control system 41 calculates a ?fth electric current command 
value I23 by multiplying the steering angular velocity 05 
calculated by the assist control process S2 by a differential 
constant Kd (step S61), and calculates the electric current 
command value I2 for the positioning control by subtracting 
the ?fth electric current command value I23 from the sum of 
the third and fourth electric current command values I21 and 
I22. Then, the control system 41 terminates to execute the 
positioning control process (step S5). 
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8 
The execution of the positioning control process S5 corre 

sponds to the positioning control section 41B as indicated by 
a block diagram shoWn in FIG. 8. A detected steering angle 
calculating section 41C corresponds to the steps S51~S56, 
and a proportional constant multiplying section 41] corre 
sponds to the step S58. An integral calculating section 41K 
corresponds to the step S59, and an integral constant multi 
plying section 41L corresponds to the step S60, and a differ 
ential constant multiplying section 41N corresponds to the 
step S61. A differential calculating section 41M corresponds 
to the step S22 in the abovementioned assist control process 
S2. The Whole structure of the positioning control process S5 
is as described hereinabove. 

Next, the operation of the steering control apparatus 11 as 
constituted above in the ?rst embodiment Will be described 
hereinafter. When the steering control system 41 of the 
vehicle 10 is in the manual steering mode, the assist control 
section 41A of the steering control system 41 shoWn in FIG. 
6 calculates the electric current command value I1 for the 
assist control based on the loaded torque T1 detected by the 
torque sensor 35. The electric current command value I1 for 
the assist control is applied to the motor drive circuit 42 as the 
motor electric current command value I3 for the electric 
motor. An electric current corresponding to the electric cur 
rent command value I1 is applied from the drive circuit 42 to 
the electric motor 19 to operate the same, and thereby the 
electric motor 19 generates an assist force (or an assist torque) 
corresponding to the loaded torque T1 applied to the steering 
shaft 32. And, as mentioned above, the driver can operate the 
steering Wheel 33 With feeling a stable steering reaction force 
applied thereto regardless of a coef?cient of friction of a road 
surface. And, turning the steering Wheel 33 at a high angular 
velocity at a high vehicle speed is restrained, and the driver 
can operate the steering Wheel 33 With ease at a high angular 
velocity at a loW vehicle speed so as to enable the driver to run 
the vehicle safety. 
When the driver operates the mode selector sWitch (not 

shoWn) to select the automatic steering mode, and sets the 
target position P1 to Which the vehicle is to run, the sum of the 
electric current command value I1 calculated by the assist 
control section 41A of the steering control system 41 shoWn 
in FIG. 6 and the electric current command value I2 calcu 
lated by the positioning control section 41B is used as the 
electric current command value I3 for the electric motor 19. 
As mentioned above, the positioning control section 41B 
calculates the electric current command value I2 based on the 
deviation of the detected steering angle Gj from the target 
steering angle 61. The target steering angle 61 is determined 
by the target steering angle generating section 40 according to 
the predetermined target position P1. 
The steering control system 41, or in detail the positioning 

control section 41B determines the initial value 6c1 of the 
detected steering angel Gj With using the steering Wheel rota 
tional angle 62 detected by the steering Wheel rotational angle 
sensor 34, and devides the variation 6f of the motor rotational 
angle detected by the motor rotational angle sensor 25 by the 
reduction ratio R of the reduction mechanism to obtain the 
variation of the detected steering angle Gj from the initial 
value 6c1.As the electric motor 19 is connected to the steering 
Wheel 33 by Way of the reduction mechanism composed of 
the rack 30, the pinion 31 and the ball screW mechanism 24, 
and the motor rotational angle sensor 25 is provided on the 
output shaft thereof, the resolution of the detected steering 
angle Gj that is derived from the output of the motor rotational 
angle sensor 25 becomes ?ner than that in the prior art. In the 
concrete, assuming that the resolution of the steering Wheel 
rotational angle sensor in the prior art and the motor rotational 
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angle sensor 25 in the ?rst embodiment are same, the resolu 
tion of the detected steering angle Gj becomes as ?ne as the 
resolution of the steering Wheel rotational angle sensor 25 is 
divided by the reduction ratio R of the reduction mechanism. 
As the motor rotational angle sensor 25 is provided on the 
electric motor 19 such as a brushless motor so as to execute 

the positioning control on the electric motor 19, its resolution 
is originally higher than that of the steering Wheel rotational 
angle sensor 34. 
As described hereinabove, since the steering control sys 

tem 41 in the ?rst embodiment, calculates the electric current 
command value I3 for the electric motorbased on the detected 
steering angle Gj that is higher in resolution than that in the 
prior art, and drive the electric motor 19 according to the 
electric current command value I3, the steered Wheels 50 are 
steered under the more stable positioning control in the auto 
matic steering mode than in the prior art. Further, in the 
embodiment, as the resolution of the detected steering angle 
Gj is improved by utiliZing the motor rotational angle sensor 
25 that is originally provided on the electric motor 19, the siZe 
and cost thereof can be restrained in comparison With the case 
therein a neW component is installed. And, according to the 
abovementioned structure, since the initial value 6c1 of the 
detected steering angle Gj is set by the steering Wheel rota 
tional angle sensor 34, it is not necessary that the motor 
rotational angle sensor 25 is an absolute encoder, that is, the 
motor rotational angle sensor 25 can be a resolver that only 
detects increment of the rotational angle of the rotor of the 
electric motor 19, and thereby it becomes possible to decrease 
the Whole siZe of the electric motor 19 including the motor 
rotational angle sensor 25. 
As the steering control system 41 is arranged in the vehicle 

10 that can run under the automatic steering control, and is 
provided for controlling the electric motor 19, the output 
signal from the motor rotational angle sensor 25 mounted on 
the electric motor 19 is inputted to the steering control system 
41 Without passing through a vehicle LAN. On the contrary, it 
is usual that the output signal from the steering Wheel rota 
tional sensor 34 is inputted to the steering control system 
through the vehicle LAN. And, in the prior art, the steering 
control system reads out the output signal from the steering 
Wheel rotational angle sensor on communication frequency 
of the vehicle LAN. In the ?rst embodiment, since the steer 
ing control system 41 reads out the output signal from the 
motor rotational angle sensor 25 on high frequency that has 
no relation to the communication frequency of the vehicle 
LAN, the resolution of the detected steering angle Gj becomes 
substantially high so as to make positioning control on the 
steered Wheels 50 stable. 

Second Embodiment 

The second embodiment is shoWn in FIG. 9, Wherein only 
a portion of the positioning control process differs in structure 
from the ?rst embodiment. That is, the positioning control 
process (step 500) in the second embodiment is provided With 
a step S90 that is inserted betWeen the steps S56 and S57, 
Which is provided in the positioning control process in the 
?rst embodiment. In the step S90, it is determined Whether the 
difference A6 (IGj-62) betWeen the detected steering angle Gj 
calculated in the steps S51~S56 and the steering Wheel rota 
tional angle 62 detected by the steering Wheel rotational angle 
sensor 34 is less than or equal to a predetermined alloWable 
error K1 or not. If the difference A6 is more than the prede 
termined alloWable error K1 (i.e., the ansWer at step S90 is 
“No”), the control system 41 suspends the automatic steering 
mode (step S91), and sets the automatic steering mode sus 
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10 
pended ?ag F‘ to “1” (step S92), and sets the electric current 
command value I2 for the positioning control to “0”, and then 
causes the program to proceed out of the positioning control 
process (step S500). 
On the other hand, If the difference A6 is less than or equal 

to the predetermined alloWable error K1 (i.e., the ansWer at 
step S90 is “Yes”), the control system 41 determines Whether 
the automatic steering mode suspended ?ag F‘ is “1” or not 
after the execution of the steps S57 and S58 that is explained 
in the ?rst embodiment. If the automatic steering mode sus 
pended ?ag F‘ is “1” (i.e., the ansWer at step S94 is “Yes”), the 
control system 41 perceives that the automatic steering mode 
is resumed after the automatic steering mode is suspended 
(i.e., after the vehicle running under the automatic steering 
control is suspended, it resumed). And, the control system 41 
sets the automatic steering mode suspended ?ag F‘ to “0” 
(step S95), and initialiZes the time-integrated value 64 to “0” 
(step S96), and then causes the program to proceed to step 
S60 that is explained in the ?rst embodiment. If the automatic 
steering mode suspended ?ag F‘ is “0” (i.e., the ansWer at step 
S94 is “No”), the control system 41 perceives that the auto 
matic steering mode is continuing, and calculates the time 
integrated value 64 (step S59), thereafter to execute the steps 
folloWing the step S59 With using the time-integrated value 
64. 
According to the structure of the second embodiment, 

since the steering Wheel 33 and the electric motor 19 are 
mechanically connected, the steering Wheel rotational angle 
62 detected by the steering Wheel rotational angle sensor 34 
and the motor rotational angle 67 detected by the motor 
rotational angle sensor 25 vary together in normal condition. 
Therefore, the difference betWeen the detected steering angle 
6j and the steering Wheel rotational angle 62 is less than or 
equal to the predetermined alloWable error K1 in normal 
condition. If there is something abnormal in communication 
through vehicle LAN, or in the steering Wheel rotational 
angle sensor 34 or the motor rotational angle sensor 25, the 
difference A6 betWeen the detected steering angle 6j and the 
steering Wheel rotational angle 62 increases over the prede 
termined alloWable error K1. In the present embodiment, 
When an abnormal condition is detected by determining that 
the difference A6 betWeen the detected steering angle 6j and 
the steering Wheel rotational angle 62 is over the predeter 
mined alloWable error K1, the vehicle running under the 
automatic steering control is suspended to secure safety. 

If the vehicle running under the automatic steering control 
is resumed in a state Wherein the last time-integrated value 64 
is still stored, the electric current command value I3 for the 
electric motor at the beginning of the resumption becomes 
large because of the last time-integrated value 64, thereby to 
cause the steered Wheels 50 to be steered at an abnormally 
high angular velocity. The last time-integrated value 64 Was 
used in the last vehicle running under the automatic steering 
control that Was suspended before the resumption. HoWever, 
the steering control system 41 resets the last time-integrated 
value 64 before the vehicle running under the automatic steer 
ing control is resumed, it can be avoided that the steered 
Wheels 50 is steered at the abnormally high angular velocity. 

(Modi?cations) 
The present invention is not limited to those in the forego 

ing embodiments. For example, the modi?cations as enumer 
ated beloW are encompassed in the technological scope of the 
present invention. 

(1)Although the steering control apparatus 11 in the above 
mentioned embodiments is so constituted that the electric 
motor 19 is connected to the rack shaft 16 extends betWeen 
the steered Wheels 50, as shoWn in FIG. 10, it may be so 
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constituted that a Worm Wheel 70 is ?xedly mounted on the 
middle portion of the steering shaft 32 to make meshing 
engagement With a Worm gear 71 that is secured to an output 
shaft of an electric motor 72. 

(2) In the ?rst and second embodiments, it may be so 
constituted that the steering control system 41 outputs an 
informing signal for informing the changeover from the auto 
matic steering mode to the manual steering mode, so that the 
driver can knoW that the automatic steering mode is cancelled 
Without driver’s operation to knoW it. 

Obviously, numerous modi?cations and variations of the 
present invention are possible in light of the above teachings. 
It is therefore to be understood that Within the scope of the 
appended claims, the present invention may be practiced 
otherWise than as speci?cally described herein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A steering control apparatus Which is capable of running 

an automotive vehicle under an automatic steering control 
Without driver’s manual operation of a steering Wheel, 
Wherein a steering angle of steered Wheels is controlled by an 
electric motor that is connected to the steering Wheel and the 
steered Wheels a reduction mechanism, and Which is provided 
With a steering control system that calculates an electric cur 
rent command value for the electric motor based on a devia 
tion of a detected steering angle of the steered Wheels from a 
target steering angle calculated according to a predetermined 
target position to Which the vehicle is to run, Wherein the 
steering control system comprises: 

a detected steering angle calculating section Which reads 
out a steering Wheel rotational angle from a steering 
Wheel rotational angle sensor provided on the rotational 
axis of the steering Wheel and an motor rotational angle 
from a motor rotational angle sensor, storing the steering 
Wheel rotational angle at the beginning of the vehicle 
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running under the automatic steering control as an initial 
value 6c1 of the detected steering angle, calculating a 
variation 6f of the motor rotational angle 67 from the 
motor rotational angle at the beginning of the vehicle 
running under the automatic steering control, calculat 
ing the detected steering angle Gj by an equation of 
Gj :6c1+6f/R, Wherein the initial value 6c1 is added to a 
value obtained by dividing the variation 6f by a reduc 
tion ratio R of the reduction mechanism. 

2. The steering control apparatus as set forth in claim 1, 
Wherein the steering control system further comprising: a 
determining section for determining to suspend the vehicle 
running under the automatic steering control When a differ 
ence betWeen the detected steering angle calculated by the 
detected steering angle calculating section and the steering 
Wheel rotational angle detected by the steering Wheel rota 
tional angle sensor is over the predetermined alloWable error. 

3. The steering control apparatus as set forth in claim 2, 
Wherein the steering control system further comprising: a 
time-integrated value calculating section for varying an elec 
tric current command value for the electric motor according 
to the time-integrated value calculated by integrating the 
deviation With respect to time, and 

a time-integrated value reset section for resetting a last 
time-integrated value before a vehicle running under the 
automatic steering control is resumed after a last vehicle 
running under the automatic steering control is sus 
pended. 

4. The steering control apparatus as set forth in claim 2, 
Wherein the determining section causes the steering control 
system to output an informing signal for informing that the 
vehicle running under the automatic steering control is sus 
pended. 


